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A graph G is diameter k-critical if the graph has diameter k and the deletion of any 
edge increases its diameter. We show that every diameter l-critical graph on v vertices 
has (i) at most 0.27~~ edges, and (ii) average edge degree at most $v. We also make a 
conjecture on the maximal number of edges in a diameter k-critical graph. 
1. Introduction 
I , 
Our notation and terminology follows that of Bondy and Murty [l]. Thus a 
graph G has vertex set V(G), edge set 
distclnce d(x, y) between two vertices x 
shortest (x, y)-path in G; if there is no 
to be infinite. The diameter of a graph 
maximum distance in G; that is 
E(G), v(G) vertices and E(G) edges. The 
and y in G is defined as the length of the 
path connecting x and y we define d(x, y) 
G, denoted diam (G), is defined to be the 
diam (G) = max d(x, y). 
x.ye V(G) 
A graph G is said to be diameter k-critica or simply k-critical if 
diam (G - e) > diam (G) = k 
for every eEE(G). 
The complete graph K, is the only l-critical graph. For k 2 2, a natural problem 
which arises is that of determining the number of edges in a k-critical graph. For 
2-critical graphs we have the following conjectures. 
conjecture 1 (Simon and Murty). If G is a 2-critical graph, then 
e(G)s[v2/4] 9 
with equality holding ij and only if 
G=K ru/al.Ccv + 1 j/21’ 
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Fig. 1. %-critical graphs. 
Conjecture 2. If G is a 2-critical graph, then 
where d(e) denotes the average edge degree in G, [i.e., E(G) l d(e) = 
c (x,y)~EtG) tdtx) + d(y))l* 
The object of this paper is to shed some light on the above conjectures. In 
particular, we prove that if G is a 2-critical graph, then (i) e(G)<0.27n2; and (ii) 
d(e) < $ZJ. We conclude the paper with a conjecture concerning k-critical graphs. 
2. Results on 29critical graphs 
Throughout his section G will always be a 2-critical graph on u vertices with 8 
edges and degree sequence dl s d2 c l l •~ d,. For any vertex v of G, we define 
the neighbour set of v in G to be the set of vertices adjacent to v; this set is 
denoted by N(v). For 8 # S c V we denote by (S) the subgraph of G induced by 
the vertices of S. 
First we note that if G has no triangles then every edge degree is at most v, and 
so both conjectures hold. Consequerltly we need only consider the case when G 
has triangles. 
In the following (x, y, z) will always denote an unordered triple of distinct 
elements X, y and z. For i = 0, 1, 2, 3 we define 
Xi = {(x, y, Z) : X, y, z E V(G) and ]E({x, y, z}>I = i}. 
An element (w, X, z) of Y2 is called an extremal triple if N(w) n N(X) = {z), where 
w, x is the unique pair of non-adjaccni vertrces in ({w, X, t}). We define 
T1 = {(w, X, y) : (w, X, y) E Y1 and N(:v) n N(x) n N(y) is a unique vertex z 
and at least one of (x, z, w) ant” (y, z, w) is an extremal triple, where 
xy is the unique edge in <(w, X, y})). 
Fig. 2 illustrates this definition; edges not it‘ G are indicated by broken lines. 
Let T = (x, y, z) be a triangle in G. Consider the edge my. Since G is 2-critical, 
there must be at least one vertex of G - T, say a, which is adjacent o exactly one 
of x or y, say X. Furthermore, N(y) n N(a) = {x} and azq! E(G). Hence (a, X, y) is 
an extremal triple and (a, z, y) E Tl. Wt s..*y that T is associated with the triple 
(a, z, y 1. Note that no two triangles of G can be associated with the same element 
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Fig. 2. 
of T1. Moreover, T is associated with at least two elements of TI since every edge 
of T belongs to an extremal triple. 
We define 
Tz = {(x, y, z) : (x, y, z) is a triangle in G which is associated with exactly 
two elements of TI}. 
‘Ts= YB-T2. 
Note that every element of Ts is associated with at least three elements of TL. 
We put q 
and 
Ti = WI i) i=O, 1, 2, 3 
ti=lTil, i=l, 29 3. 
Thus 73 denotes the number of triangles in G, and 7. denotes, the number of 
triangles in the complement of G. We now make some simple, but important 
observations concerning the Ti’S and tj’Sm 
Observations 
1. Since each triangle of G is associated with at least two members of TI we 
have 
fl a2t,+3t,. 
3. T*+Tz=i f di(v- di - l), 
i=’ 
since 
Tl=$ c IE(N(u),G-N(u)-v)l and TV=; 
ucV(G) 
where E(N(u), G - N(u) - U) denote those edges of G with one end in N(u) and 
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the other in G - N(v) - U. 
4. 7, + 73 = 
0 
3” -4 i di(V-die 1). 
i= 1 
5. 373+72=; f di(di-l), 
i=l 
6. 3tz+3t3+Tz=$ f di(di-l), 
i=l 
since the triangles of G are partitioned into two sets T2 and TB and thus 
73= t*+ t3. 
f di=2e and 2 dT>$. 
i= 1 i=l 
Thus Conjecture 2 implies E s[ v2/4]. In fact, it is not difficult to show that 
Conjecture 2 implies Conjecture 1. 
Lemma 1. 7. 3 t2. 
Proof. Let T = (a, b, c) be an element of &. Then, by definition, T is a triangle in 
G which is associated with exactly two members, say (a, b, u) and (a, c, w), of Tr . 
Since every edge of T must be in an extremal triple of G it follows that (a, 6, w), 
(a, c, u), and (b, c, u) are extremal triples of G which are associated with 7.. 
Clearly, 
w n N(W) = {b), 
N(a) n {cl, 
N(6) n N(w) = 
and uw$ E(G). Fig. 3 depicts the situation. 
(1) 
Fig. 3. 
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SO T’ = (w, w, a) is a triangle in G’, the complement of G. We say that T’ is 
associated with T. 
We establish the lemma by proving that T' cannot be associated with another 
member of T2. Suppose that T’ is associated with a member of T,, say T”= 
(a’, b’, c’), which is different from T. It follows from the above that T” has exactly 
one common vertex, say a’, with T’. Moreover, the vertices 6’ and c’ are such that 
(u’, b’, x) and (a’, c’, y) are extremal triples in G, where T’- a’ = {x, y}. We 
consider 3 cases separately.’ 
Case (i) a = a’. 
Then from (1) we have 
(~(a’) n N(U)) u (N(d) n N(w)) = {b, C} (2) 
Without loss of generality, suppose that b’# T. Now b’ must be adjacent o one of 
u or w. But this contradicts (2), hence a # a’. 
Case (ii) a’= w. 
As in the previous case, suppose b’# T. It is clear from (1) that (a’, b’, a) cannot 
be an extremal triple; hence (a’, b’, u) must be an extremal triple. Consequently 
N(a’)nN(w) = {b’} and so c# T’. Now (u’, c’, a) must be an extremal triple. But 
this contradicts (1); hence a’# w. 
Case (iii) a’ = u. 
Again let us suppose that b’# T. It is clear from (1) that (a’, b’, a) cannot be an 
extremal triple; hence (u’, b’, w) must be an extremal triple. Consequently, 
(a’, c’, a) must be an extremal triple, and so N(a’) n N(a) = {c’}. Thus c = c’, since 
N(u) n N(a) = {c}. But now T” cannot be a member of T2, since (a’, c’, b) = 
(u, c, 6) is an extremal triple in G. Hence a’ # u. The lemma now follows. Cl 
Lemma2. 6(v+1)~+~(~-1)(2,--2)~9~~=~ df. (3) 
Proof. Observations 1, 3 and 7 together yield 
$ f di(v-di-l)~2t2+3t~+r~ 
i=l 
(4) 
By Lemma 1 tzs TV. On the other hand, it is clear that t+ TV. Consequently 
t&(q)+ 73) 
1 
=z[(i)-i $ d,(u-di-1)) (by observation 4) 
i 1 
It now follows from observation 6 that 
2tz+3t,+rzai i di(di- I)-: 
i=l I( > 
3” -i $ di(v-di- 1) 
i 1 I 
From (4) and (5) we get (3). 0 
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Theorem 1. rf G is a 2-criticah graph, then 
v2 < 0.27 v2. 
Proof. By observation 8 
Using (6) we get, from ILemma 2, 
That is, 
as required. Cl 
Theorem 2. If G is a 2-critical graph, then 
d(e) +. 
Proof. Observation 6 together with Eq. (4) gives: 
fiI di(V-di-l)a$ i(:)+fT2+?s 
i=l 
>-$ 
v di 
c( ) i=l 2 l 
Consequently, since Cr= l di = 225, 
V&3$ c v dT. 
is 1 
Now for any graph we know that 
i df=Edq. 
i=l 
Hence theorem. 0 
Remark 1. If 71 2 3~~ then d(e) s v, since 
4 g di(v - di - 1) = 71+ 72 (by observation 3) 
i=l 
a373+7’2 
=$ i di(di - 1) (by observation 5). 
i=l 
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Remark 2. Equation (7) together with observation 5 gives: 
4e2 
73 -52 i df-V&~----V&. 
i-l V 
That is 
(8) 
Let 73 - t+ cva, where c and ~1 are constants. When a! <3 the righthand side of 
(8) tends to v*/4 as v becomes large. Thus asymptotically E s v*/4 unless 
73-3 = cv3 (i.e., unless IT21 is large). 
Remark 3. We can prove that if 
C min (d(x), d(y)) 3 5~~ 
where the summation is over every 
d(e)cv. 
edge xy which belongs to a triangle, then 
3. A conjectare concerning k-critical graphs 
Let m = [v/k + 1] and v = r mod (k + 1). We construct a class G(k) of k-critical 
graphs on v vertices as follows. Take m distinct paths P’ = u: ui - l l u:_,, i = 1, 
2 , . . . ,m. Join each w l, i = 1, 2, . . . , m, to a total of m 
&--I, i-1,2,..., m to another set of m + r vertices. The 
k-critical and have 
new vertices, and each 
graphs G(k) are clearly 
2(fir+ (E)(k + r-2) 
edges. We conjecture that 
k-critical graph can have. 
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